





A Study on Choe Jeong-Hui’s Novels in Collaboration with the 
Japanese War Regime in the Late Colonial Period 
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ᓲ㈆⇊䛿 1931 ᖺ䛻୕༓㔛♫䛻ධ♫䛧䚸グ⪅䛸䛧䛶άື䛧䛺䛜䜙ᑠㄝ䜢᭩䛝ጞ䜑䚸1937 ᖺ䛻䛂ปᐙ䛃䠄䛄ᮅ


































1940ᖺ 23䠋4 3䠋0 1
1941ᖺ 7䠋10 2䠋1 1
























୕༓㔛 10䠄䛖䛱ᗙㄯ 4䠅䚸ẖ᪥᪂ሗ 3䚸ᩥ❶ 2䠄䛖䛱ᗙㄯ 1䠅䚸
ዪᛶ 3䠄䛖䛱ᗙㄯ 1䠅䚸ேᩥホㄽ 2䚸ᐙᗞஅ཭ 2䚸᭩䛝ୗ䜝䛧 1


















኱ᮾள 3䚸ẖ᪥᪂ሗ 3䚸᫓⛅ 1䚸༙ᓥ䛾ග 1












































































ᓲ㈆⇊䛾ᩥ❶䛻᫬ᒁⰍ䛜ᙉ䜎䜛䛾䛿 1941ᖺ 8᭶ 25᪥䛻୕༓㔛♫䛜ᗓẸ㤋䛷ྛ⏺䛾ⴭྡே䜢㞟䜑䛶䛂⮫
ᡓᑐ⟇༠㆟఍䛃䜢୺ദ䛧䛶䛛䜙䛷䛒䜛䚹䛂⮫ᡓᑐ⟇༠㆟఍䛃䛿䛂⮫ᡓᑐ⟇༠ຊ఍䛃䛸ᨵྡ䛩䜛䛸ྠ᫬䛻䚸㖠ᚋ䛾
















































































































































































































                                                                 
ὀ
1 ᪂₲┴❧኱Ꮫᅜ㝿ᆅᇦᏛ㒊




3   ⩻ヂ䛷䛿䛭䜜௨๓䛻䛂㏽䛳䛶䛧䜎䛳䛯⨾⚰䛃䠄䛄୰ኸ䛅1934.2䠅䛜䛂᪥ⶱ䛃䛸䛔䛖᪥ᮏㄒᑠㄝ䛻ᨵస䛥䜜䚸䛄኱㜰ẖ᪥᪂⪺
ᮅ㩭∧䛅䠄1936.4.27-5/1䠅䛻ᥖ㍕䛥䜜䛯䠄኱ᮧ┈ኵ䞉ᕸ⿄ᩄ༤/⦅䛄㏆௦ᮅ㩭ᩥᏛ᪥ᮏㄒసရ㞟 1901䡚1938䛅๰స⠍ 4䚸
⥳ⶱ᭩ᡣ䚸2004ᡤ཰䠅䚹
4   ᓲ㈆⇊䛂䛷䛿䛤↓஦䛷䛃䚸䛄ᅜẸ᪂ሗ䛅➨ 36ྕ䚸1939.12.3䠄኱ᮧ┈ኵ䞉ᕸ⿄ಇ༤/⦅䛄㏆௦ᮅ㩭ᩥᏛ᪥ᮏㄒసရ㞟 1908
䡚1945䛅䡺䢖䡴䡸䡪䢙 6䚸⥳ⶱ᭩ᡣ䚸2008䚸p.227䠅䚹
5   ᓲ㈆⇊䛂ᗁ䛾රኈ䛃䚸䛄ᅜẸ⥲ຊ䛅1941.2䚸p.126䠄኱ᮧ┈ኵ䞉ᕸ⿄ಇ༤/⦅䛄㏆௦ᮅ㩭ᩥᏛ᪥ᮏㄒసရ㞟 1939䡚1945䛅
๰స⠍ 3䚸2001䚸p.293䠅䚹
6   ྠୖ䚸p.129䠄ྠసရ㞟䚸p.296䠅䚹
7   ᓲ㈆⇊䛂ෆ㩭ၥ⟅䞉ぶឡ䛺䜛ෆᆅ䛾సᐙ䜈䛃䚸䛄䝰䝎䞁᪥ᮏ䞉ᮅ㩭∧䛅1940.8䚸p.174䚹
8   Ἴ⏣㔝⠇Ꮚ䛂ᮤග὚䛾᪥ᮏㄒᑠㄝ䛸ྠ཭఍஦௳䛃䚸䛄ᮅ㩭Ꮫሗ䛅➨ 232㍴䚸2014.7䚸p.56䚹







15   䛂ᅜẸⓙປᗙㄯ఍୕䛃䠄䛄ிᇛ᪥ሗ䛅1941.9.25䠅䛻㔠ᮾ↵䛾Ⓨゝ䛜ᥖ㍕䛥䜜䛶䛔䜛䚹
16 ᓲ㈆⇊䛂ึ⛅䛾ᡭ⣬䠄➨୍ಙ䠅മๆ䜢኎䜛᪥䛃䚸䛄ிᇛ᪥ሗ䛅1941.9.23ኤห䚸3㠃䚹







































40 ᮤග὚䛂ර䛻䛺䜜䜛䛃䚸䛄᪂ኴ㝧䛅1943.11䠄኱ᮧ┈ኵ䞉ᕸ⿄ᩄ༤/⦅䛄㏆௦ᮅ㩭ᩥᏛ᪥ᮏㄒసရ㞟 1939䡚1945䛅๰స⠍ 5䚸
⥳ⶱ᭩ᡣ䚸2001ᡤ཰䠅䚹
41 Ἴ⏣㔝⠇Ꮚ䛄ᮤග὚䛅䠄୰බ᪂᭩䚸2015䚸p.148䠅䛻䜘䜜䜀䚸ᮤග὚䛾㛗⏨䛿 1934ᖺ 2᭶䛻ᩋ⾑⑕䛾䛯䜑 6ṓ䛷Ṛཤ䛧
䛶䛔䜛䚹








45 ᮅ㩭⥲╩ᗓ䛄ᩍ⛉᭩⦅㍴ᙡሗ ➨ඵ㍴䛅䚸1941.3䚸p.93䠄䛄᪥ᮏ᳜Ẹᆅᩍ⫱ᨻ⟇ྐᩱ㞟ᡂ䞉ᮅ㩭⠍䛅➨ 23 ᕳ䚸㱟῱᭩⯋䚸
1990ᡤ཰䠅䚹

















53  1941ᖺ 4᭶䛾䛂ᅜẸᏛᰯ௧䛃䛻䜘䜚䚸䛂ᅜẸᏛᰯつᐃ䛃䛛䜙ᮅ㩭ㄒ䛾ᩍᤵᣦ㔪䛾つᐃ䛜Ḟⴠ䛧䛯䠄Ṋ⏣ᖾ⏨䛄ᮅ㩭ྐ䛅䚸
ᒣᕝฟ∧♫䚸2003䚸p.311䠅䚹
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